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Submission 

ID 

Is there anything we need to know before starting our work on the 

playground renewal or the wider area? 

Do you have any comments on the Little River Wairewa Community Trust future projects? Name Name of 

organisation and 
role 

35986 Locals pleased with moving ahead with playground development, I just 

wanted to suggest some points expressed by talking to parents and kids 
alike. 

 
- Activity tower looks good 

 

- Talk of wanting monkey bars, climbing being a important element. The 
space shuttle spinner looks good. 

 

- Is there a danger of the Viking Snake Swing hitting into childs body or 
head if they walked past? 

 
- As well of tables, a bench seat would be a good thing for parents to use 

without taking up tables. 

 Paul   

35984 It would be great to see if finally underway. 
 

Mario  
 

35980 We love it, the council staff have put a lot of time and effect into the plan 

and have listened to the Little River community. 

 
It looks fantastic !!!  The community feedback we have received has all 

been positive  and they can't wait for it to be built. 

 
Fiona  Little River 

Wairewa 

Community 
Trust, 

Secretary/project 
co-ordinator 

35976 Plans look great, would like to see alternatives to any CCA treated timber 

as it is a poison to the touch especially when wet and especially if splinters 
occur. Also the treatment can leech into the groundwater and contaminate 

drinking water and freshwater ecosystems. Many alternatives exist beyond 
the branded over the counter easy option and as it is a place where our 

tamariki will be playing I think it is a must. 

 
Ryan 

 

35926 No... go for it.  
Cant wait for the upgrade 

Not at this stage Jenn  
 

35923 Needed now. 
 

Great design 

Also needed by the community. Vanessa  
 

35916 
 

Looks great, love the board walk across the wetlands - be great to have bird life here Bizz  
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35900 The pump track is the most important part of the park. The whole banks peninsula is lacking in mountain bike tracks (even though there are hundreds of KMs of 
paper roads that could easily be surveyed and used for this). This means the Banks Peninsula could be a 

destination for local and international MTB riders for the price of a few surveys and some organization of 

volunteers.  
 

 
 

Much better than slowly extinguishing paper roads without consulting.  

Mark  
 

35854 There is a real need. There is not even a swing for over 3’s. Our school is 

year 1-8 and there should be equipment for all those ages, minimum. 

Delays are frustrating and this should have been a priority.  
 

Attached photo of current inadequacies.  

Think it is amazing the focus on the youth of the area. Important they have active options and are 

included in the community, especially when staying local is so important.  

Clinton 
 

 


